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W ritte n fo r R a n g e l e y L a k e s :

A MODERN MIRACLE.
New

Jersey
M osquitoes
Rangeley T rou t,

V ersu s

The Rangeley Lake Trout Come Out Ahead
As They Always Do.

Last summer in the early evening, there
were seated on the Mountain View House
piazza a New Jersey man, who had been a
State Senator, and several other guests
jrom various parts of the United States.
The usual number of guides were also
present and all were were sending out
clouds of smoke from cigar or pipe.
The catches of the day had been discussed;
the prospects of to-m orrow’ s luck vaguely
hinted at, when the topic seemed to have
been exhausted and for a moment there
was a silence.
It was broken suddenly by the honor
able gentleman from New Jersey who ex
claimed, “ By Jove, how free this section
is from mosquitoes, why at home we
couldn’ t live exposed as we are here, we
would be eaten alive.”
“ How are they for size?” asked one of
the guides.
“ As large as house flies sometimes,” was
the reply.
“ And sing in proportion?” asked the
musical guide who had beeu a silent listen
er up to this point.
“ Sing!” said the Jerseyite, “ why at
out-door concerts, arrangements are al
ways made for filling the atmosphere with
some kind of a patented gas or something
that drives them away. Previous to that
it was only when the notes from the
orchestra were in unison with their buzzing
that anything but a discord could be
heard?”
"H ow about their stinging, are they
very severe?” asked a guide who was
nursing a swollen linger that had caught
the fly of an amateur sportsman.
“ Poison! Rank poison to strangers.
Only last spring a young lad from a town
near Boston, visited my family and in less
than an hour after he arrived, he was
bitten so that his face and hands wero
twice their usual size and his weight had
increased 17 pounds.”
“ Don’ t need any artificial propagation
there do ye?” added Melvin Tibbetts who
was thinking of the hatchery.
“ Well I guess not, they grow from noth
ing, and I am a strong believer in miracles
since one day last summer, and the gentle
man paused.
“ Tell us about it,” suggested a Chicago
man, who thought that no miracle greater
than the marvelons growth of his own wor
shiped city, could happen.
“ It was the 3d day of July, a fearfully
hot day; I was in the garden under a peach
tree. My servant had brought me a quart
pitcher of ice water. It was In a plain
glass pitcher and as pure and sparkling as
Landlord Bowley’s spring water. All at
once I noticed a mosquito resting on the
water, then another and another. They
appeared so fast I couldn’ t count them.
I p a moment those who first appeared be
gan to fly out of the pitcher aud I hope
uever to speak again if there wasn’ t a
steady swarm of them flying from that
water for the next two hours.”
Every listner was silent. It was quite
dusk by this time and the cigar e n d s and
pipes emitted a much increased brilliancy,
showing that the operators back of them

were doing a vast amount of pulling.
Finally a philosopher from among the
guides inquired, “ Did the water in the
pitcher diminish any from the escaping
pests?”
“ Not in the least,” replied the ex-Sena
tor, “ and that confirmed my belief in
miracles- I caught and killed a heaping
tumbler full of them in just a few seconds
over three minutes, and I figured but that
in the two hours I watched them, more
than six quarts of mosquitoes came out of
that quart of water.”
A general laugh followed the recital
which the narrator checked by saying:
“ It is a solemn fact gentleffien, I am
willing to take my oath to everything
I have told.”
“ I don’ t doubt it a bit,” said guide
Aaron Soule as he arose from his seat on
the steps and stepped over iu front of the
man from the south. “ It confirms w hat I
was knowin’ to a couple o ’ year ago, but
my face was too confounded limited to
contain the necessary amount of cheek ter
tell it before.”
“ Go it Aaron, and see that you are a
true descendant of your namesake, who
acted as spokesman before Pharoah.
“ It was right over here, near one of
them islands,” said Aaron, pointing with
his pipe stem in the direction of South
Bog, his figure being outlined against the
starry sky, “ I had tw o men from New
York, Mr. Willis aud Mr. Osmore. They’ d
never been here before, an’ hain’ t showed
up since. We’ d been out most all day. It
was late ’ n the afternoon before either of
’em had a strike, then Osmore hitched one.
He acted rather lazy and didn’ t fight
scarcely any an’ we landed him in a short
time.
“ He weighed strong 4 pounds and wheh
I took the hook of the pocket scales out of
his gills, I saw a trout’ s tail part way
down his throat. I pulled him out and
we weighed him an’ he was plump 4 pounds
an’ 14 oz. an’ there was another trout
down his throat. I extracted him an’ he
was a han’ some fish, 1 tell you, just exact
ly 5 % pounds.
“ He had been eatin’ fish an’ I got a (5 lt>.
4 oz. trout away from him. The next was
a 7 pounder an’ then an 8 , an’ that was
the limit, all the rest of ’em were eights,
an’ I pulled put eight more an’ just’ s I got
the last one he gave a flop an’ went into
the water an’ was out o ’ sight in no time.
We come in with a hundred pounds o’ fish
which were boxed up and the men went
home dissatisfied.”
“ Dissatisfied, Aaron? Why were they
dissatisfied when they had their full
limit?” asked one.
“ Oh they said they hadn’ t had any fun
catchin’ 'em.”
Just here, some mathematician of the
party claimed that there could not have
been a hundred pounds of fish as, for in
stance, when an eight-pound trout was
taken from a seven-pound trout, the latter
would represent a minus one-pound
trout.”
But Aaron was correct in his figures,
for, said he, “ After we had made a sevenpounder give up the eight-pound fish, he
still weighed seven pounds.”
* * *
Guide Jim Smith had fainted. As soon
as he had been restored to consciousness,
he asked to be taken to the telephone,
where he was overheard asking Lawyer
Holman, of Farmington, to come up and
bring a hundred pounds or six quarts of
affidavits for immediate use among the
sportsmen and guides.
H-

Rufe Porter’s Bear Story.

“ In the fall of 1872, Andrew Douglass
and myself went up Cranberry Peak, of
Mt. Bigelow range near Stratton, taking
along a couple of bear traps. We had seen
“ signs” of bear the previous months, when
there for blueberries and cranberries and
had selected our place to build the house.
“ There was a small valley near the top,
and a high ledge along one side. It was
against this ledge we built the house,
which was made of logs about three feet
square with two or three small logs across
the front, so that the bear would have to
step over them in reaching for the bait.
Inside was the trap carefully covered with
leaves and a piece of moss, about as large
as my hand, was put on the trencher,
which gave it the appearance of a rock and
on this the bear would place one foot.
“ While on the mountain setting the trap
we saw a bear and cub on a peak beyond
us. We hung the bait high enough to
make the bear reach for it and went home.
“ Three days after, we returned and
found the mother bear waiting for us with
one foot in the trap. We shot her and re
set the trap.
“ We took off the pelt and cut the bear
into halves and I climbed into some birch
trees, that my weight would bend over,
and on these we hung the meat. When we
returned for it we discovered that a bigbear had been there before us. He had
climbed a tree near by, from which he had
reached one half and torn the lower quar
ter off, which had lightened the weight so
that the tree had sprung up beyond his
reach. He dragged the piece he had secur
ed a long distance down the mountain be
fore he ate it. I never knew before that
bear would eat bear.
“ A few days later we had secured the
cub which weighed about 40 pounds.
“ The big bear was rndre cautious. He
would tear down the house, spring the
trap, eat the bait and go away. This he
did twice. There were growing near the
trap a clump of white birches. The bear
climbed these to get at the house, so we
decided to put one trap in the midst of
these, which we did, leaving the other in
the house as usual.
“ About this time several sportsmen from
Boston, arrived on the scene. They were
anxious to secure bears and wished to hire
our traps. We offered to let them have
the use of them for $8 .0 0 but they thought
it too much and with Joseph Meyers, for
guide, they set several traps in the vicinity
of ours.
“ One day they came to see us and want
ed to hire the use of our traps till the next
Saturday night, when they were going
to leave. I thought it queer and mistrust
ed we had secured our bear and so would
not lease. The next morning, early, we
started up. When some distance away,
Doug, said, “ We have got him sure, I can
smell him.” And we had. He had stepped
his hind foot in the trap under the trees
and in his efforts to escape had got a fore
paw in the other trap and stood no chance
of escaping. He was fighting mad and we
had difficulty in cutting his throat. Judge
our surprise, when he was dead, to find
that the other party had been there and
with their axes, had pounded his head to
a jelly. We took off his skin and hurried
home.
“ We learned that the sportsmen had
passed by our house, going towards Strat
ton, and that when driving past they had
watched the house closely to see if any of
us were about.
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We hung the big bear skin on the shed,
next the road with the head turned as if
looking for the party to return. They
drove past in silence.
“ I took the skins to Phillips and sold
them to the late W. F. Fuller. The cub
had a little white star in his breast. Doug,
who was an old hunter, said he never saw
one marked like that before.”
R. P.
Tho Arrangement of FlowersL O N G -S T E M M E D F L O W E R S .

An equally important class of flowers
for table decoration are the long-stemmed
flowers. Two flowers prominent in most
gardens poppies and roses may be taken
as examples. I like the clear, slender glass
vases for flowers, especially the ones that
show the leaves and stems down to the
base. Highly ornamental vases of any
description are not appropriate, and the
flowers themselves, must be the con
spicuous feature. There are of course,
exceptions.
A t a luncheon the central
decoration of the table was a succession of
little Dresden lords and ladies bolding
pitchers and cornucopias as large as thegii.
selves, in which were a few rai’e roses and
Orchids. The effect was pleasing, bub
these choice flowers, unlike our ordinarygarden flowers, seem to harmonize with
costly porcelain. Hare-bells and Trailing
Ax-butus would have looked altogether
out of place in the same vases. Winter
hot-houses fiowei-s show to good advan
tage in Bohemian cut glass and other
handsome vases. In summer, in the
country, for flowers of the fields and
w oods the vases should accord with the
house and surroundings; but no positive
rule can ba laid down for appropriateness
or good taste in their choice, and good
sense is the safest guide. It is difficult to
arrange flowers to have an artistic effect
in a rose-bowl. The principle of the l-osebow l is wrong, and a vase should be
smaller at the bottom than at the top.
The tall, slender green or white vases
which look like huge morning-glory
blossoms are beautiful for flowers as well
as appropi-iate. The flowers grow in this
way, the bushes small at the base and
broader toward the top. A Poppy gar
den should contain fancy grasses, and no
arrangement of poppies is perfect without
some of these, while oats, wheat and
timothy contribute to a harmonious effect.
Only a few poppies should be placed in a
vase, so that the effect may be light and
delicate. They are a fairy-like flower, and
the spirit of the flower should be cai-ried
into the arrangement. As many as
sixteen tall, slender lemonade glasses may
be disposed on the table for only about
fifty poppies. The finished effect is that
of poppies growing, and each delicatepetal shows to its best advantage. Any
number of glasses may be placed in some
definite order down the centre of the table,
such as first a central one, then four sur
rounding it, then a chain of three at the
tw o ends of the square. The grasses
should be put in highest at the centre,
leaning first one way and then another,
just as they grow. The highest poppies
also should be placed in the centre, and
perhaps the darkest ones, and the lighter
and smaller ones used until the small
glasses at the ends of the chain hold the
finest and most delicate of all. Fewer
flowers are required for an arrangement of
this sort than one would think, and
showy displays may be made with no
Continued on fifth page.
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TRUE CHARITY.
T h at W h ic h Is R ecognized and Practiced
b y A ll In In d ia and Japan .

fs that of the cathedral at Strassburg,
which tells not only the hour, but the
day of the week, the month, the day
of the month and the year. It con
tains a large number of automatons, fig
ures of angels, saints and animals,
which appear at regular intervals, and
a crowd always assembles at the hour
o f noon to witness the procession of
automatons at that time.
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Song of the Princess May.
March and April, go your way!
You have had your fitful day;
W ind and shower, and snow and sleet,
Make wet walking for my fe e t—
For I come unsandaled down
From the hillsides bare and brown;
But wherever I may tread
There I leave a little thread

Of brifeft emerald,

softly set
Like a jew el in the wet;
And I make the peach-buds turn
Pink and white, until they burn
Rosy red within their cells;
Then I set the bloomy bells
Of the flowery alder ringing,
And the apple-blossoms swinging
In a shower of rosy snow,
A s I come and as I go
On my gay and jocund way,
I. the merry Princess May.
N ora P erry.

Our Wild Garden-

or countrj”, there is often a bit of waste
ground and this is specially adapted for a
wild garden. Begin with a fern of any
kind and you will certainly be tempted to
add to it whatever comes in your way.
Children are very much interested in such
work, and I need hardly say that to those
who love wild flowers, but have not the
time or strength to visit tlmm in their
native haunts, it is a double pleasure to
meet them in a wild garden.
Use and Abuse of the Bicycle.

The plain truth seems to rest upon a
very simple basis. Cycling is not good for
everybody, and if abused fs good for no
body. Within the last two years people
of all ages have rushed into cycling in the
most hap-liazard way. They have regard
ed neither age nor previous habits nor
their physical condition. Small wonder,
then, that many have found evil* rather
than good come from an exercise which
ineyitably demands a heavy expenditure
both of nervous and muscular force.
Probably just the same outcry would have
arisen if the same class had suddenly taken
to running oi‘ rowing 01 s mountain-climb
ing without any previous preparation. It
is easy to preach moderation, but it must
be remembered that moderation is a term
varying with the individual, and every
one finds for himself how much he can do.
With regard to the strain involved in
keeping up a bicycle and in keeping a
look-out it is probably no more than that
involved in walking down the Strand
without “ cannoning” against others, but
many of us have done the one from child
hood, while the other is but a newlyacquired accomplishment. There is no
need to make a bicycle a wheel of Ixion,
especially with a “ safety,” for it is easy
to get off and equally easy to remount;
therefore the cry “ You must go on or you
will fall” seems to us to ignore the fact
that we are reasoning animals.—L a n ce t.

D i d y o u ever own a wild garden?
Not
a garden that has ru n wild during your
absence of a week or a fortnight in the
summer. We are all familiar with the
wildness that reigns on such occasions,
when the plants that were left in orderly
array have all gone visiting, until what
with their wanderings, and the weeds that
have sprung up in profusion, you have to
search for the more modest flowers as for
hid treasure.
It is not this but quite another kind, a
genuine bit of the wild wood to which I
refer and in which from the advent of
Being Well Dressed at Small Expensespring until the blighting frosts of autumn
Of course, the girl who aspires to be well
you may study a floral calendai.
For several summers the writer has en dressed when her wardrobe consists prac
joyed the privilege of reckoning time in tically of one gown chooses black for that.
this delightful manner, and as it is so She does not choose a smooth cloth, for
simple perhaps others may like to know dust clings to smooth faced black material
closer than a brother. Cheviot, camel’ sthe secret.
For many years, probably ever since the hair or serge is selected instead.
Tbe gown is well made. The skirt hangs
land was used as a garden, there has been
a, strip nearest the boundary fence and well, and is lined not with cheap, glisten
wall that was allowed to run to grass or ing, rustling taffeta, but with a good
weeds, and so it might have been to this quality of farmer’s satin. If rustle is de
day but for the happy thought of a youth sired, three or four taffeta ruffles are at
tached to the foot of the skirt. A closeful garden.
Having a choice plant of the maiden fitting tailor bodice, cut to wear with a
hair fern given her, she selected a partially narrow, full-length vest, is made, and a
shaded nook in a corner of the neglected jaunty short, double-breasted jacket. The
border, and so much at home did this shy “ one gown girl” then has a narrow vest
visitor presently become, that one wild of dark red broadcloth made, and another
flower after another was added till the of tan color. These are to fit perfectly
space was filled and from April till Novem smooth beneath the edges of the black
bodice, which are cut off about three inch
ber something is in bloom.
Nor is it of family interest only. es from the middle. A gathered vest of
Friends remember and contribute to it black chiffon with a stock collar to match,
when far away, and having done so are and another of white chiffon, equip the
naturally interested to know if their con “ one gown girl” for most of the ordinary
tributions have taken kindly to their new chances of existence.
surroundings, as in most cases they h ave., A waist of black mousseline de sole over
Does a botanical question arise the wild black silk, made so that it may appear
garden is called on to furnish an answer, either as a semi-decollette affair at a din
and so many specimens are found in it ner or as a high necked one at the theatre,
that it is quite an open book of reference. helps the owner of the gown out consider
When the snow disappears, from out the ably. The waist should be cut in a shal
withered leaves of last year, appears a low square at the neck and edged with
group of hepaticas wrapped in soft gray black jet passementerie. A narrow, dull,
blankets which are presently folded back rose-colored jo k e and crush collar, which
to show the little pink, white and purple may be worn with the low-necked bodice
faces
Violets of all colors and from on occasion, makes it serve a double pur
various places appear here and there, the pose.
wild ginger with its leaves of the most
F O R CU TS O R W O U N D S .
beautiful satiny green and curious choco
For cuts or wounds made by rusty nails
late blossoms hiding underneath and many
there is nothing better than bandaging
others mark the season as it advances.
Wild roses, whose sisters bloom within with cloths wet in a solution of carbolic
sound of tho distant ocean, cardinal acid.—six drops of acid to a tablespoonful
flowers which travelled many hundred of water. The acid prevents the accession
miles to find their resting place, blossom of germs and helps the wound to heal
in their turn and are displaced by others, quickly. For slight cuts a cobweb is an
until in royal purple and gold, the autumn excellent thing. It will stop the blood,
prevent soreness and stick till the cut is
ends with goldenrod and asters.
In almost every garden, whether in city well.

This famous enigma, one of the best of
its kind, was attributed to Lord Byron,
but was really the composition of Miss
Catherine Fanshawe. She wrote the lines
in an album in 1814, while visiting at
Deepdene, the country home of Thomas
Hope.
’Twas whispered in heaven, 'Twaa muttered
in hell,
Ahd echo caught faintly the sound as it fell;
On the confines of earth it was permitted to
r«st,
And the deptts of the ocean its presence con
fessed;
’Twill be found in the sphere when ’tis riven
asunder,
Be seen in the lightning and heard in the thun
der,
’Twas allotted to man with his earliest breath,
It assists at hi* birth and attends him in death,
Presides o ’ar his happiness, honor and health,
Is the prop of his house and the end o f his
wealth,
In the heaps o f the miser is hoarded with care,
B u t Ls sure to he lost in his prodigal heir.
It begins every hope, every wish it mutt bound,
It prays with the hermit,” with monarchs is
crowned;
W ithout it tke soldier, the sailor, may roam,
Bgt woe to the w retch who expeLs it from
home.
In the whisper of ootiscience ’tis sure to be
found,
Nor e'enin the whirlwind o f passionis drowned;
'Twill soften the haart, hut, though deaf to the
ear,
It will make it acutely and instantly hear;
But In sb*rt, let it rest like a delicate flower,
Oh, breathe on it softly, it dies in an hour.

3
An old lady of obscure origin, who lives
in the West, had two daughters being
Educated in Paris. She desired them to
return and they pleaded for a longer
sojourn.
“ Them girls,” she said, “ has
been so long in Paris they begin to think
themselves Parisites.” These same girlswere warmly devoted to private theatri
cals, and often took part in them. Some
body told the old lady that one of her
daughters had engaged herself to a
Frenchman, one of the actors, whereupon
she exclaimed: “ I always said no good*
would come of them amatory theatricals!”
—A rg o n a u t.
A USEFU L BO X.

A wooden box high enough to make a
comfortable seat will serve a double pur
pose in a kitchen. Cover it with a pretty
bright cretonne or chintz, padding the
top and- securely fasten castors on the
four lower corners. The space within can
be used for holding paper bags, brown
wrapping paper, ball of cord, etc.
SOAP

F O R STO V E C L E A N IN G .

In the cleaning of a stove, if a little soap
is used it will lighten the labor. Wet a
flannel cloth and rub it over a piece of
soap; then dip the cloth into the stove
polish and rub over the stove; finish with
a dry cloth or brush. It is said the polish
will last much longer than if it was used
without soap.

The astute observer will note that the
A Brooklyn physician says that the
only thiqg that is, and was, and can do,
all those w’ onderful things is the letter apple will cure nearly all the ills that flesh
is heir to. The apple, it may be remem
“ h.” —N . Y . T rib u n e.
bered, also is said to have caused all the
ills.
CARE OF T H E H AIR AN D SCALP.

^ The skin of the head requires daily treat
ment but not daily bath, according to
Miss Lindly, who tells, in her book on
physical culture, that a rotary movement
of the fingers over the scalp helps to keep
the pores in working order. Brushing
with
the
brush
both scalp and
hair, the latter with long careful strokes,
removes dust and keeps the head in a
healthy condition. The massage increases
the circulation and prevents the hair from
turning gray. The hair should be left loose
at night, and a silk handkerchief worn over
the head improves the gloss. The hair
should be clipped two or three times a
year, to remove split ends and promote
growth. If the hair is braided loosely in
two braids and the hand drawn up over
each braid, the loose ends will stand out
in a way that will make it easy to clip.
The hair needs to be washed once in two
or three months. Too frequent bathing
exhausts the nutrient elements of the
sebaceous glands. Care should be taken
in taking the head bath, and in thoroughly
drying the hair, or colds, headaches and
ill health may be the result. An oil made
of three parts vaseline to one part lanoline
is good to prevent the hair from falling
out. Vaseline is a valuable stimulant for
eyelashes and eyebrows.

D E E P COLLARS F A V O R E D .

A

friend

serves

whose caiihed

fru its and

are sim p ly perfect,

sends t o

pr6-the'

C o rn er, am o n g oth e r g o o d th in g s, the foi-lo w in g rule fo r m arm ala d e w h ich w ill bO
w elcom e ju s t

as

oran ge s

are ab u n d a n t,

apples are a d ru g, and rh u b a rb is com in g
on .

Ed.
D E L IC IO U S M A R M A L A D E .

Take equal weight of peeled and cored
apples and rhubarb washed, dried and cut
in small pieces ivitliou t being peeled. Add
to each pound of the fruit three-quarters
of a pound of white sugar. Boil till thick
and when nearly done add the grated rind
and juice of tw o or three oranges or
lemons, or use a little of each as preferred.
Ontario.
M is s F r a n c e s H a l l .
A N E A S Y IC IN G .

An icing that is the least troublesome of
any I knorv is made by using the uncooked
juice of a lemon. Squeeze the lemon and
strain the juice; stir in gradually enough
sugar to enable you to spread it.
Cover the cake with this, and set in a
cool place an hour or more; if you wish
a thick icing apply a second coating
after the cake has stood a quarter of an
hour.
FLAKED

F IS H .

One cod weighing 2 ^ or 3 pounds. Boil
fish till bones come out easily in a little
salted water, (put It into cold water and
heat up to boilin g). When done rempye
the bones and waste parts and pick into
flakes.
Cook tw o good sized onions all to pieces
in a little water, pour a coffee cup of rich
milk into the onions’when done, add piece
of butter size of an egg. Season highly
with salt and pepper, and thicken with
a great spoonful of flour, wet with cold
milk.
Place fish in baking dish, and pour over
it the thickened onion gravy Jand bake in
tbe oven half an hour.
When done cover with the beaten whites
of tw o eggs, and return to the oven to
brown slightly .— P o rtla n d E x p r e s s .

Deep collars are on every possible kind
of frock, from evening gowns to blouse
shirt waists, and the square ones, shaped
behind after the sailor collar, are particu
larly pretty, as well as one of the touches
that distinguish a gown as being of this
season. The fact that chokers are less
elaborate than of yore is not conspicuous
ly apparent. Those extreme towers of
lace and mull that appeared on some
model gowns last year were never
generally worn, and neck arrangements
are certainly as elaborate now a 3 is con
sistent with the idea of the frock. Smaller
sleeves have naturally pushed the high
trimming to the nape of the neck, a
E N G L I S H W A L N U T S A N D W IC H E S .
generally becoming fashion, and fewer
Chop very fine, or what is better pound,
yards of plissed mull are required now
of English walnuts and mix with
perhaps to give an equally extravagant
effect, for if less is worn about the enough melted butter or sweet cream so
shoulders there must be less about the that the paste can easily be spread be
tween thin slices of buttered bread.
throat.
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The Maine Guide Law.
..

.

way affected their interests. Thus, for
the better conduct of the case and the
general reputation of the guild, there is
every reason for a conscientious observ
ance of the law, and every reason in op
posing it to pursue only legal procedure.—
F orest a n d S tream .

Phillips Locals.

as S econ d Class M a tter.

S U B S C R IP T IO N

i
i
i .Vis

The reports from Maine, in respect to
the new law applying to the guides, indi
cate that it is received with earnest dis
favor by many of those concerned; and
that some of them purpose ignoring it en
tirely, while others have agreed with
their fellow-guides to defy it and violate
it.
However obnoxious a law may be fii
itself or however great a hardship it may
work on a class, a cure is not effected by
contumaciously violating it or conspiring
defiantly to break it. There are orderly
legal measures which afford the needed re
lief, and though they may be slower than
might
be desired,
they have the
merit of being efficacious and final. To
defy a law is but to become entangled in
the meshes of other laws which govern
law-breakers and conspirators, and this
without making any progress whatever in
the true course. Indeed, public opinion is
often prejudiced against a good cause
when its promoters adopt illegal measures
to express their resentment or to further
their ends.
If the law is unconstitutional, it is an
easy matter to make a test case through
the established .legal channels, and such
single case would serve as well to
establish legality or illegality of the ob
jectionable law, as if all who were in
terested were to challenge prosecution.
If the law is constitutional, it is within
the power of the majority to repeal it by
the legal means provided for the repeal of
all objectionable laws, namely, the ballot.
No man or group of men can arrogate to
himself or themselves the power to disobey
such laws as are found displeasing; for if
that were so, it is self-evident that all law
would be at an end.
Our law-makers, in their wisdom, have
provided legal channels of relief when a
law has proved to be illegal, unjust or un
desired, and these channels are open to all
alike, the majority always deciding the
question.
Our remarks are not to he construed as
passing on the merits or demerits of the
law it s e l f.
W e deal with It as a law
which, being a law, is t h e same as a ll
other laws in their forces and penalties.
We desire to point out that if the law is
obnoxious to the guides, they should
make their resistance in an orderly legal
manner, and to this we call their, atten
tion. Their vocation is such t h a t t h e y
should display t h e m ost punctilious ob
servance of legal exactions, for there is no
vocation in which the temptations and
opportunities to violate certain laws are
so constant and so numerous as in the vo.
cation of guide. I t a class of men openly
d e f y o n e l a w which they declare to be
inimical to their interests, it is an easy
matter for the public to infer that they
would violate any other law which in any

An alarm for fire was rung Thursday
morning. It proved terbe the house occu
pied by Charles Bean just beyond the Ross
mill. It was outside the limits of the wa
terworks, but before the village people
reached there the fire was out. The dam
age was slight.
Only a few spots of snow can be seen in
any direction from the village.
Mrs. Lovina Harden has been quite ill
for two weeks, but is now improving.
Arthur L. Graffam has purchased the
home farm of his father and has moved
back onto the farm. Mr. and Mrs. Graf
fam have taken the Shepard rent where
their son has been living.
The warm weather has run shy during
April.
There is tw o feet o f snow in the West
Phillips w oods yet, but the spring rains
are yet to come which will help the drivers.
Clearing up about the houses is the or
der of the day.
Joel Wilbur is out again and at his
store.
Captain Howard’ s brother from Readfield, is at work in the P. & R. machine
shop Phillips, putting the engine of the
Mollychunkamunk, in order.
Rev. A. S. Buzzell was quite ill last
week from neuralgia of the heart.
Chris Boston, Bob McMullen and Ira
Whittemore of the P. & R., are on this
end of the route for a few days.
May flowers are found in abundance
this year.
Mr. DeMott had an ill turn last week.
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New Hardware Store
W . F. HELLEN announces that lie will, about May 6, open the

Davis

Store,

In Phillips Upper Village, with a new and firstclass stock of

Hardware Tinware and Farming Tools.
W atch this space for bargains.

W. F. H ELLE N ,

Col. Robinson is all ready to start for
Rangeley as soon as he hears the ice is
liable to go out. He wants to be there a
day in advance.
A. M. Greenwood was not quite as well
Monday as he had been.
Reports from West Phillips say the logs
are running nicely and will be in the main
river in a day or two.
Mrs. N. U. Hinkley and son Harry, of
There was no service at the Union church
Farmington, were in town last week.
on Sunday last, owing to the illnes^of the
Miss Bertha Hinkley has been visiting pastor, Mr. DeMott.
her aunt, Mrs. N. P. Noble.
Some of the finest work that the popu
Laforest Boston, of Strong, was in lar artist, Mr. A . S. Pratt, has ever done
town Saturday.
was when he photographed the high school
C.
P. Grover and family are coming backgraduates of ’97. They were taken'singly
and also in a group, and every face in the
to Phillips to reside.
The old Butterfield schoolhouse has latter are as distinct as when taken alone.
blossomed out into a bran new building. The ciass and Mr. Pratt may well be pleas
J. B. Noble and H. H. Vining have just ed with such fine results.

P h i l l i p s , M a in e .
There is no improvement in the condition
of Mrs. D. C. Leavitt.
The family of M. W. Harden has been
sadly afflected of late. His mother has
been confined to her bed with inflamma
tion of the stomach. Mrs. M. W. Harden
has had a severe attek of the grip and Guy
was quite ill for a day or two. Happily
they are all improving.
North Franklin Grange met last Satur
day, the attendance was fair. A lot of
vegetable seeds were distributed, which
Representative Dingley had forwarded
from the Department of Agriculture.
The Golden Cross is gaining in numbers.
They met Saturday.
Chaides O. Dill has returned from the
meeting of the State Golden Cross at
Augusta. He was much pleased with the
visit.

Wm. B. Bangs is plowing on his island.
The election of officers at the Union Sab
Miss Altie Ross, daughter of W. J.
bath school was postponed for a week
owing to the small attendance Sunday Ross, of this place is teaching the Green
vale school.
noon.
Bertie Carlton is the happiest boy in
The Calden school, where Miss Cherry
town. His father made him a present of a
Bangs is teaching, have erected a 50 ft.
set of Chamber’s Cyclopedia last week,
flag staff. Next Monday, May 10, they
and he can scarcely leave them while he
are to raise a flag with appropriate cere
should be in bed.
monies. They invite everyone interested
Mrs. Mason Parker returned from a
to be present. The flag was bought by a visit in Boston last week.
few members of tbe Junior Order of Ameri
Millard Towle, a former residen t arrived
can Mechanics.
The exercises by the in town Saturday night and is visiting at
school will be appropriate.
Col. Robinson’s.
Miss Nellie Walker has gone to Reding
The Wife of Dr. Taggett of Winthrop,
ton to work in the boarding house for Mr. who spent the winter in Georgia for the
C.
P. Grover, a former resident, now in
Harrison.
benefit of her health, Is about to come
W ilton, is inquiring for a rent in the
Mr. J. B. Wells’ horse stepped on his home without improvement in her condi
village.
foot one day recently, nearly severing one tion.
H o n . F . E . Timberlake was in town over toe with his calk.
A very pretty home w e d d i n g o c c u r r e d
Sunday.
George Grover has finished work for o n Saturday evening May 1st, the c o n 
A dance at Bates Hall Saturday even Austin & Co., and is now employed on the t r a c t i n g parties being Mr. Warren V.
ing.
Larrabee, one of Phillips’ enterprising
upper section of the S. R. H. R.
business men,
and Miss Josephine
O.
W . Russell is going to Long Pond
\ Leon Hoar and W illie Stewart went to
this week to do some work about his Redington, Friday, to he oh hand for Toothaker, a most estimable lady, both
of whom are well known in this town.
cottage.
/ some of t h e first fishing Saturday.
The ceremony which took place at eight
A . S. McKeen will be ready for work
' Mr. John Stewart has finished work at j o ’c l o c k w a s performed by Rev. W. A .
very soon. His new saloon is about ready Redington and talks of going down on the
Nottage, pastor of the Methodist church
to have the doors thrown open. It is the new road when it opens.
in Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee have
neatest ,ot any photographic rooms ever
May baskets were promptly on time' the s hearty congratulations, and best
opened here and he does work to com Saturday night.
wishes of a host of friends, for their future
pare.
Rev. A. S. Buzzell, after filling tw o of happiness.
N. P. N o b l e , E s q ., District Deputy of his appointments on Sunday, was un
Edwin Verrill, of New Vineyard, has
Grand Master of the 15th District, went able to be present at the third, owing to a leased the W illows at the upper village,
to Portland to attend the annual session sudden attack of neuralgia, from which where Joseph S. Grover has been for a few
of the Masonic Grand Lodge, Monday. □ complaint he had only recently reoovered. years past.
completed their contract and the work
has been accepted by the to.wn. A new
porch has been built containing one gener
al and tw o smaller entries, the main school
room has been enlarged by taking out the
old entries, the old inclined floor has been
torn out and a level one put in; modern
furniture substituted for the old; the room
sheathed on walls and ceiling; new win
dows and newly painted inside and out.
A flag staff extends 16 feet above the
main building. It is so attractive there
shounld be no tai’dy or absent marks
against the pupils in that district.
The rain brought up the river.
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Phillips Hotel and Elmwood House.
A. L. Matthews, proprietor of the Phillips Hotel, has leased the
far-famed Elmwood and it will be run in connection with the Phillips
Hotel, as an annex.
For summer boarders the location is unsurpassed.
FO R BROOK F ISH IY G this section is known to be the best in the
world. There are also numerous lakes and ponds in the vicinity.
The Livery Department has heen extensively enlarged by jine, new
carriages. Ample time for dinner for passengers on the noon train
from Rangeley. The village has the best system o f water works,
and the purest water in the State.
A . JL. M A T T H E W S ,

to those who accept it, as has been
“ T he object of th is A sso cia tio n sh a ll be to protect and aid in th e propaga- charged that some of the Rangeley guides
tio n o f fish and gam e; to secure w is e and p ractical le g i s l a t io n on a ll m a tte r s per have done .— P ortla n d E x p re s s.
The Express is way off in the above.
ta in in g to th e in te r e sts of th e fish and gam e in th e w a te r s and fo r e s ts k n ow n as
The Rangeley guides have never threaten
t h e ‘R a n g e le y L akes r eg io n ;’ to secure good reliable g u id es for sp ortsm en and
ed to violate the law or inflict vengeance
to u r ists , to regu late a u niform rate of w a g e s for g u id es b elo n g in g to th e a ss o  on any guide who did. That story had
its location in Greenville and it was the
cia tio n .
Moosehead guides that were to hang the
“ Rangeley Lakes” the Official Organ.
first member who took out a license.
A R e verie of T r o u tin g Days(N ew Y ork Evening Sun.)
I ’m thinking of the old trout brook,
A-windin’ where the woods ara thick;
A n ’ see myself a-wadin’ there—
A boy, with feet all tanned and bare.
My eager hand a fishpcle grips,
A n ’ close upon the dancin’ rips,
My breath domes short and quick!
I seem t'Q feel the sudden tug,
A n ’ see the trout dart high in air;
A silv’ry flash of liquid light,
The prelude to a glorious fight:
A dart! a rush! a sullen stop!
The last despairing, anguished flop—
H e ’s mine! Aw ay, dull care!
The prize secure, I see myself
Prone on the bank with panting joy!
A n ’—blame my eyes! e f I ain’t here
Hoorayin’ with the old-time cheer,
W hile breezy breath and husky shout
Tell plain the old man’s p e t’rin’ out!
Heigho! But I was one’t a boy!

THE SEASON OPENED.
A Large Num ber of Fisherm en were
on th e Ground Early.
Open W a te r i a th e Cove P ro d u ced Som e
S m a ll T r o u t.

A t a little past the hours of midnight on
the 30th day of April, long and deep mut
tering sounds were heard over the lake.
It awoke some of the citizens of the vil
lage, but not until the light began
to peep up over old Saddleback did the
awakened ones seek to find the origin of
the strange noise. Some thought it one
thing some another, and not until an old
timer came along did the question settle
itself. It was finally decided that it was
the law taking its flight, going off. as you
might say, opening up the way for the
small boy, small worm and big fish pole.
As soon as it was daylight a crowd as
sembled on the Steamboat wharf, Marble’s
wharf and other places where they could
throw their line into open water. Some
good catches were made although no big
ones were taken. All day the young boys
and girls were traveling hack and forth,
but indications did not point to a great
reduction of fish in the lake. Dana Carl
ton g ot a trout that tipped a pound, out
of Haley pond. From now until the close
of the season look out for records of big
fish taken. Thus opens tho season of 1897.
Will Haines took the first trout of the
season in the cove. He weighed nearly a
pound.
S te v e H u bley to o k a tw o
out

of

pou nd tr o u t

tb e co v e la s t S a t u r d a y .

S o u t h S id e .
Wm. Moores says the mud is so deep
bettveen Rangeley and Rangeley Planta
tion that he nearly lost his horse in driv
ing his horse over.

W olv es S c a re Now iu M a in e .

-

'Proprietor.

R e ce p tio n to M r. a n d M rs. N ottage.

As might have been expected the recep
tion given by the ladies of the Methodist
church to Rev. W. A. and Mrs. Nottage
on Friday evening was largely attended.
Mr. and Mrs. N ottage were assisted in re
ceiving by Mrs. Hescock, Mrs. J. B.
Noble, Mrs. George Cushman and Miss
Timberlake.
The hall had been very
prettily decorated with flags and hunting,
pictures adorned the walls, and tables here
Ice iGossip.
and there held cut flowers or plants in
Nearly everyone has decided on the 15th
bloom. On one side of the hall were
as the final day.
grouped the refreshment tables at which,
Will Ellis, who is at Lake Point Cot after greeting Mr. and Mrs. Nottage, ice
tage, says the 1 0 th of this month will see cream and cake were served by pretty
the ice out of the lake. That is only five girls prettily dressed. Following this
days ahead.
came a short program, consisting of sing
ing by a quartette composed of Miss Iva
Rangeley Lake H ouseyRegi ster.
Cushman, Miss Montie Ross, DeBerna
M o n d a y . May 3.—R. L. Hayden, F . W . Fogg, Ross and Charles Blanchard with Miss
Portland.
T u e s d a y , May 4.—Fred A . Libby, Auburn; Daisy Dill as accompanist. Miss Annie
A . S, Whittin, Portland: J. H. Lancaster, Timberlake gave a humorous reading in
Livermore Falls; Edwin Parsons, Kennebunk;
W esley G. Smith. Portland: J. H . Maxwell, her well known and pleasing style, and in
Chas. H. Hyde H. Pierce, Livermore Falls; response to repeated encores
gave a
J. W . Claw, N , Y .; E. T. Hatch, Farmington;
Mrs. Grace Morrison
H . J. Bates, L . A . Worthley, Strong; O .F . shorter sketch.
Davis, E . W . Whitcomb, H. A . Knapp, Chas. Young gave a pathetic reading which was
Mahoney, T. A. Danrorth, Farmington; A . J.
The
Dain, A . E-Putnam, F. R. McLaughlin, Liver listened to with close attention.
more Falls H. G. Berry, C. M. Reynolds, C. H. exercises of the evening closed with quar
Pierce, Farmington; C. H. Wilbur. C. K . Camp
bell, F . W . Elliott, F . E. Goding, W . W . Clough, tette singing and remarks by N. P. Noble,
W m . McDavis, S. D. Alden, A. E , Hutehins. Esq., and B. Emery Pratt, Esq., expres
Livermore Falls; F. W . Wilson, W . K . Lewis,
Portland; J. E McLeary, J. E. Collins. F. K . sing the sorrow of our community that
Am es, E. E . Garrett, A . Sylvester, Daniel
Hoyt, O. S. Caswell, C. R. Foss, M. Hodges, we should have Mr. and Mrs. N ottage for
Chas. Stew art, E. A . Hardy, Farmington; W . only one year more. If a petition to the
H . Harrisoa, Redington; E. D. Orr, North Jay; Methodist convention would lengthen the
J. W . Brackett, Portland; J. F . Sinder, Boston;
among us
F . L . Dendison, Bangor; J. C . Carson, J. W .'stay of this popular family
Perkins, W ilton.
every man, woman and child in Phillips
would be glad to sign it, but as that can
T h e R aflgeley Lake H ouse.
not be it only remains, as Mr. Noble apt
This elegant hotel was again opened to. ly remarked, for us to make the last year
the public last Monday, May 3. The num of their stay so agreeable that we shall
erous changes have been duly chronicled have nothing to reproach ourselves with
in R a n g e l e y L a k e s , and e^en more to the when it is ended.
beauty of tlie house than was claimed at
Fred Collins has gone to South Poland
the time they were being made. •
to work in the Poland Spring House for
The furnishings of the parlor (the lower
the season.
floor of the new part) are very rich and
Natt Ellis has moved into Geo. Y oung’ s
tasty, and the mirror-like floor seems too
rich to be walked upon. The old patrons house.
will be delighted and the new ones capti
E. B. W horff is to have Mr. Marble’ s
vated.
house, next to Furbish, Butler & ' Oakes’
The list of guests for the two first days store.
are given elsewhere, but sportsmen need
The finishing touches are being given to
not fear, from the number, that the fish the new boat that is being built for Mr.
are all being captured, for the arrivals Dickson.
were the institutors of a Knights of
The ice in the cove is fast breaking up
Pythias’ lodge.
and going to pieces. It resembles honey

There was only one bounty paid for
w olf killing in Maine in 1895. This wolf
was killed at Andover, and was the first
killed in Maine for many years, and will
probably be the last for some years to
come. There was a time when Maine
wolves went deer hunting in packs, and
many a living man has seen the hunted
deer plunge into the water of a stream or
lake of that State to escape the blood
thirsty brutes trailing after.
Thirty years ago® no sound was more
common in the deep Adirondack woods at
night than the long howl of a wolf, and in
the early darkness many campers have
listened to the call note of the leader wolf
assembling his robber band for a race
after deer. The wolves were plenty, but
in the early 70’ s a bounty law was passed,
and all of a sudden the wolves were gone.
They were not killed, for only a few
bounties were paid. They simply dropped
out of sight and hearing.
When it was reported last summer that
a wolf had been killed on W ebb’ s game
preserve the story excited general disbelief,
as it had been years since a wolf had been
reported by trustworthy parties. But a
wolf was killed all right enough, for Mr.
Webb himself said so. Then, of course,
“ Where in thunderation did he come
from?” was the emphatic inquiry. No
body knows. He was first heard howling
for several nights, then at dusk one dajr
he was seen drinking from a lake, and the
bullet ended him. Previous to this some
woodsmen in nothern Herkimer county
had reported that they had heard wolves
in the Moose River region recently, and
since there have been ' like reports. It is
not improbable that there are half a dozen
and even probable that there are half a doz
en or even a score of wolves in the Adiron
dacks now. If there aro they have learned
the proverb that “ silence is golden,” or at
any rate hunt and howl only in the utmost
depths where men seldom venture.
Dallas.
The wolf is naturally an exceedingly shy
Elias Brackett is building a new house.
and crafty animal and much harder to
It is 26x28 feet. W alter Brackett is boss
trap than a fo x . A few wolves would
carpenter.
find sustenance in the swamps and on the
Mrs. Silas Adams is quite sick with the
ridges of the denser New Y ork forests
where the great nothern hares are thick grip. Dr. Ross was called to attend her,
er than sparrows and deer as plentiful as Sunday.
James and Alfred Brackett are at work
blooded dogs in a city.
Kentucky thinks wolves, wildcats, and \for Elias Brackett on his new house.
the tw o varieties ot foxes are getting al
Ruey Brackett was at home Sunday.
together too plentiful in that State. A She has been at work in Rangeley for a
bill introduced into her Legislature not long time.
long ago provides for a bounty of $5 on
Charles Adams sent a word to his wife
the wolves and $ 1 each on the other ani
last week that they had plenty of water
mals.
and were getting along nicely with the
d . O.
The Moosehead guides have accepted the logs.
situation and decided to register. They
may not like the law, but they will prob
The ice is out at the inlet nearly up to
ably find that they will be better off to the Joe Nile shore.
abide by it than to undertake to oppose
it. People who employ guides will doubt
less feel better satisfied to have one who
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
is a law-abiding citizen, than one who
bowels.
Never sicken, weaken or gripe. 10c.
rebels against it, and threatens violence

comb on a more extensive scale.
The “ lone fisherman” can be seen on the
old barge most any time.
Miss Bessie Hoar is assisting her father
in winding rods.
Mr. Ed. Hoar hds a fine display of rods
in his shop.
A party of fishermen went to Hunter
cove bridge Wednesday night, and ha,d
good luck.
C. P. Stevens and wife, of Malden,
Mass., arrived last Wednesday night.
They are generally among the first to put
in an appearance.
Continued from first page,
more blossoms than are sometimes seen
crowded into one vase, when the only ef
fect is a mass of color.
Roses may be treated in much the same
way, substituting Maiden-hair or other
Ferns for the grasses, or using only their
own beautiful w axy leaves.
Rangeley, Me.
D orothy R oot.
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Our Washington Letter.
[Special C o rre s p o n d e n ce o f R a n g e l e y L a k e s ]

musical recitals of the season this week,
the sole performer being Miss Myrta Lura
Mason, of New York. A glance at her
programme shows that “ Songs of Na
tions” would have been a very appropri
ate name for it. Among the numbers were
a Hawaiian Serenade composed by exQueen Lill; a Hawaiian ballad composed
by Mr. Libono, who presented it to Miss
Mason and instructed her in its rendition;
a Russian Lullaby, furnished by Mr.
Kotzebue, the Russian Minister; a Turk
ish Lullaby, taught Miss Mason by Moustapha Bey, the Turkish minister, and a
Swedish ballad presented her by Mr.
Grip, the Swedish minister. The enter
tainments were given in the afternoon and
the capacity of the spacious saloon par
lors of the Club house were taxed b 3r mem
bers of the club and their friends. Miss
Mason owns and wears a Hindoo silver
girdle that is quite as unique as her per
formances. It is composed of tiny silver
shells suspended on tiny silver chains, the
whole forming a fringe, giving forth a
faint musical sound with every motion of
the wearer. It is said to have taken two
men an entire year to make this girdle.
Among the notable afternoon receptions
of the week Avas that of Mrs. R. P, Bland,
wife of Representative Bland, of Mo., who
was assisted by her guest, Mrs. Fennetta
Sargent Haskell, of St. Louis.

BLIND TOY

reserved, formal demeanor in company/
Tom is merely an overgrown child and
has to ho carefully watched by a maid
nurse, specially hired for that purpose. He
has all the selfishness of a spoiled child
and is jealous of any attention paid to any
one else in his presence. He has little
natural affection and cares only for thoso
who minister directly to his Avants. He
is willing that his mother should be taken
care of out of the money he has earned,
hut he does not Avish to have her or his
brother and sisters near him, for fear that
they may annoy him or prevent his being
the sole object of the attentions of those
around him. With the exception of this
childlike selfishness Blind Tom is extreme-ly moral and religious in his habits and
disposition. He never eats without first
offering a prayer, and on Sundays will
play only church music on his piano. He
w ill have nothing to do with any one who
drinks liquor and will quickly order from
the room any person who uses profane or
improper language in his presence. He is
usually very polite, but cannot abide a
bore, and whon a member of the long
winded fraternity tries to make him a
victim of his talk tho big blind man
brings his tormentor up with a round
turn by saying very abruptly: “ Well,
now, you have talked long enough. Goodby !”
It was only after the conclusion of Mrs.
Lerche’s long legal contest that mother
and son were together again for tho first
time since Tom ’s infancy, but after the
novelty of their reunion had worn away it
tvas evident that their tastes and temper
aments were so utterly at variance that
thero was little likelihood of their living
happily together. Fate had kept them
opart too long. Tom ’s clouded mind could
not realize what his mother had suffored
during their long separation. Fourscore
years of life had made her a withered up,
irritable old woman, set in her ways and
not at all reconciled to the fact that she
found the baby for whom she had mourned
so many years turned into a prematurely
aged man, fixed in his habits and strange
ly lacking in the natural affeotion he
should have for her. So Charity Wiggins
went back to her old home in Georgia to
live with her other children, Avhose ways
she understands.—New York Sun.

W ash in g to n , D . C., April 2S.—The
C H A R A C T E R I S T I C Di V E R S IO N S IN H IS
imperial dragon flag of China flies from
C O N T E N T E D OLD AGE.
the top of the Washington hotel at which
the new Chinese Minister and his retinue
The Simple Minded Fellow Whose Won
are quartered until the old jninister va
derful Musical Gift Made Him Famous
cates the large double building used as the
the World Over Now Lives Quietby at
Chinese legation. Like his tw o immediate
Navesiiik Highlands, N. J.
predecessors the new minister has his wife
with him. Unlike them he can dispense
“ What has become of Blind Tom?”
with the services of an interpreter, as he
This question is often asked by old the
speaks and understands English well and
ater goers, who remember the days before
has used his knowledge tcrfamiliarize him
the war, when the gifted musical idiot
was the star attraction in lyceums, town
self with American manners and customs
halls and lecture rooms, Avith which the
before coming to this country. He likes
simpler tastes of most amusement seekers
America and Americans and grows en
of those times were satisfied.
thusiastic when he gives his impressions
Tom was only a lad then, the slave of a
of our National Capital.
The Chinese
Georgia planter, and his mental Aveakness,
minister is outranked by the four Ambas
together with his blindness, served to in
sadors, but none of the Ambassadors
crease the interest of those who saw and
heard this ignorant little fellow, with un
travel with as large a party or maintain
erring touch, draw from the pianoforte its
as extensive an establishment in Washing
sweetest and most melodious strains as
ton as the Chinese ministers have done
well as its grandest and most solemn har
and as the new one will do. The new
monies.
minister asks as many questions of those
The question as to Blind Tom ’s where
he meets as Li Hung Chang did: conse.
abouts can be answered best by a tall,
quently he gets more information than he
broad shouldered, neatly dressed colored
man, whose gray hair and sightless eyes
gives, from the newspaper writers who
increase the impressiveness of his appear
start in to interview him. Present indica
ance in a comfortable cottage at the High
tions are that he and his wife will be quite
lands of Navesink, on the New Jersey side
as popular in society as the departing
of the lower New York bay. This elderly
minister and his wife have been during I
colored man is the Blind Tom of today,
their four and a half year’ s residence here. [
and for several years he has lived there in
L ong P o n d .
The trip of President and Mrs. McKln
Col. Robinson says the name of the ease and comfort with his guardian, Mrs.
ley together with the Vice-President and Phillips colony about this pond is to be Eliza Lerche, who was appointed ten years
members of the Cabinet, the Supreme “ Powellville,” and George, himself, says ago by Justice Andrews of the supreme
court as committee of the person and prop
Court, and ladies of their families to New they couldn’ t select a better man to name
erty of the musician. She was then the
York this week made things unusually it after. He has built so many of the cot Wiuow of John G. Bethune, who had
quiet in official social circles, as many of tages is the reason the name is mentioned. charge of Blind Tom for many years, and
them will not return until the last of the
Len. Pratt and Geo. Powell were at the old man was given into her care only
after a long legal struggle with her fatherweek.
Long Pond, Saturday, to see about build in-law, James N. Bethune.
Assistant Secretary of State, A. A
ing Mr. P ratt’ s cottage. Mr. Powell is
When Mrs. Bethune took charge of Tom,
Adee, who delights in amateur photo
doing the carpenter work.
eho found that his popularity as a public
graphy and who does work that is only
E. H. Shepard has had the lumber for attraction had greatly waned, owing to
approached by the very best of the pro
the fact that he had heen beforo the public
fessionals, received this week the first his cottage delivered near where he will many years, and that his former managers
build.
photograph reproducing natural colors
had made all tho money they could out of
that has come to this country, and his
A Avarning to Sunday fishermen. Geo. the peculiar musical talont of the simple
friends who are interested in the art have PoAvell, on his return from Long Pond, minded colored man without preserving
Feminine Precautions.
flocked to his office to get a view of the saAv an open spot in the loAver Sandy his value as an attraction by replacing his
“ I may be qvercareful,” she said as she
wornout
repertory
witjj
more
modern
m
u
picture which marks such a radical ad River Pond. He Avalked out on an old
sical pieces. Tom was also getting old hid the plated spoons and her curling irons
vance in photography. The picture was tree and as he threw his hook he slipped and was physically worn out by the night, in the bottom of her trunk before she went
taken in Paris by the recently discovered off and frightened the fish out of the pond. and day travel consequent on one night out shopping, “ but I just can’t bear to run
process and is that of a handsome Ameri A twelve mile ride after a soaking in the stand performances. He bad been handed any risks.”
Then she pinned hor gold watch to the
can woman. It reproduces the delicate pond was not a pleasing feature of the over to Mrs. Bethune, with no money and
no property, personal or otherAvise, out of outside of her dress by a blue ribbon and
flesh tints as accurately as it could be trip.
the hundreds of thousands of dollars which went down town.—Detroit Free Press.
done by the most skillful artist; also the
Wes. Stetson, a Rangeley guide, has lo 
more pronounced colors of the woman’ s cated on the Shepard place at the head of he had earned during the previous quarter
of a century. So it was necessary to keep
Too Many Cures.
dress and trimmings, and of a large vase the chain of Sandy River Ponds. He will
him at work awhile longer to provide for
of flowers.
have boats and will entertain visiting his future maintenance in case he be6 ame . The sick world is grow ing heavy w ith
Quite a stir w as created am ong the sportsmen. . j ^ Gc—i cm czd czd
disabled hy age or infirmities, and also to cures. To the rest cure, the faith cure, the
friends of the fam ily and m arriageable
enable him to take care of his old mother, barefoot cure is now added the gayety cure.
Who was still alive in one of the southern To he as gay as possible is-claimed to he
girls by the rumor th a t Mr. S te w a r t M.
E veryb od y Says So.
remedial, and even preventive. Gayety
states and looked to Tom for support.
B rice the old est son of ex-Senator and
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won
sanitarium s are proposed, w ith roof gar
Mrs.
Bethune,
who
was
then
Mrs.
Mrs. Brice, w a s sh o rtly to marry M iss derful medical discovery of the age, pleas
dens, where sick men and w om en may
Lerche,
having
married
A
lbrecht
J.
Anna R obinson, an actress. The Brices ant and refreshing to the taste, act gently
and positively on kidneys, liver and bowels, Lerohe, the lawyer who had fought her defy disease w ith laughter and crush the
prom ptly denied it, and young Mr. Brice, cleansing the entire system, dispel colds, legal battles in tho oourts, saved enough b acilli w lith badinage. A new philosopher
who is in business in N ew Y ork, wired cure headache, fever, habitual constipation m oney to warrant the temporary w ith  garrulously, if not gravely, declares that
th a t there w as no truth in the report aDd and biliousness. Please buy and try a box drawal of B lin d Tom from tho am usem ent w e have too m any duties. We think too
of C. C. C. to-day; 1 0, 25, 50 cents. Bold and World, so that he m ig h t r e a d e r his health m uch of others and not enough of ou r
th a t there w as n ot an engagem ent of guaranteed to cure by all druggists.
and at the sam e tim e fam iliarize him self selves. We strive to m ake the world bet
m arriage existin g between him self and
ter, w hile w e ought to be m aking it jo l
w
ith modern m usical compositions.
M iss R obinson. Y oung Mr. Brice is re
Tom enjoys his long rest after so m any lier. We think and feel and do too much.
garded as a great catch and has conse
years of incessant travel and work. H e The great balm is a wholesom e fatu ity—a
quently been made much of during his fre
does very little visitin g am ong his n eigh  bubbling thoughtlessness.
T his is a delightful theory, bu t there are
quent v is its to W ashington and p articipa
bors am i receives few wallers at his cottage.
tion in the entertainm ents given hy his
H e finds sufficient com panionship in his some serious questions in the way of its
piano. H e passes hours at a tim e a t the glad acceptance. If it is true, the habitues
parents and other social .leaders, hut he
P*rtit 8 detlrln»pure, fresh milk should or Slano, playing his old pieces and practio- of the vaudeville should never get B rirfit’s
has n o t show n any disposition to choose der
it ot George PUlibury. Milk delivered
ig new ones. Oooaslonally he attem pts disease, and heart failure, and appendicitis,
a W ashington sw eeth eart.
every dey. Creem c»n be proaura d by celling
and grip aDd pneumonia. B u t they do.
at J. B. Toothaker’* or at the store of J*u?bish, im provisation, b u t even then tbe Im itative
The n ovelist know n In the literary Butler
& Oakes.
faculty predominates, as tho notes he picks I f it is true, w h at business have the editors
world as A nna K atherine Green, and in
Wamakea specialty of furnlelng summer ou t aro usually the reproductions of sounds of comic w eeklies to have m elancholia and
p rivate life as Mrs. Charles R ohlfs, who cottagers with p ure milk and ercam.
that he has beard. H is best effort in th is end men to be cut short in their career by
lives, when a t home, a t B uffalo, N . Y .,
lin e w as a pieco entitled "W hat the Wind paralysis? Why do gilded youths get
and the Waves Told T om ,” in whioh ha asthm atic and go to the H ot Springs,
has w ith her husband been v isitin g Mrs.
im itated th e w h istlin g of the w ind, the Where gayety never entered? It is ju st pos
Gen. Landers a t her cosy W ash in gton
roaring o f the waves, the how lin g storm sible th at the m an who invented th is cure
home.
This week Mrs. R ohlfs held a
is w orking a new am usem ent syndicate.
and the crash of thunder.
special reception which w a s largely a t
When n ot at the piano, Tom am uses I t is even supposable that gayety k ills
tended.
him self by im ita tin g the sm all talk of moro people than gravity. A t a ll events,
L overs of George E liot were sure of a
w om en and other visitors to the Lerche gayety Isn’t laid on like gas or m ustard
treat when Col. Richard M alcolm John
cottage. Ho holds im aginary receptions, plasters—it springs in the heart when a
a t whioh the weather, new styles in dresses man has done an honest day’s work, or
son, w ho has few equals as a southern
and lik e topics aro discussed by tho im a g i helped an honest friend, or married the
d ialect w riter, w as persuaded to deliver a
nary visitors, as im itated by Tom, in a girl ho loves and expects to w ork for.
lecture on “ George E lio t’s L overs,” and
w ay that is very comical, hu t he w ill not A w ay w ith tho follow who w ould m ake a
the treasury of the Home for Incurables
Address,
do it if he know s there is any one listen in g drug of it and then sell it.—N ew York
Journal.
g o t a needed lift.
to him .
G REENW OOD GARDEN,
The W ashington Club, composed entire
In spite of his advanced years and his
Peaks Island, Me.
ly of w om en, gave tw o of the m ost unique

NOTICE.

GEO, PILLSBURY.

Wanted.

A Pair of Bear Cubs.

Also all kinds of Wild
Animals.
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L ocal P aragraphs.
Little boy,
Little worm.
Long pole,
A w fu l squirm.
Little nibble,
Gentle twitch,
Mother’s coming
W ith a switch.
M other’s hand
Is lifted high,
Little boy
Begins to cry.
Dust is rising
In the air.
N ow there isn't
Any there.

Fishin’ .
Open season.
Ice still lingers.
The roads are in bad condition.
Mrs. Lyman Huntoon is quite ill.
Miss Helen Haines is teaching school in
Avon.

Miss Annie Thompson is quite ill
Landlord Bowley was up Tuesday night.
Miss Daisy Bangs has returned to her
home in Phillips.
Next week we will resume the balance of
the hotel and other ads.
Stephen Hubley is working at the
Rangeley Lake House for the season.
Isaac Raymond and family have moved
into Mrs. L. A. Smith’ s house.
Mrs. Fred Hough, of Redington, has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. G. H. Hink
ley.
John Stewart and family have moved to
town.
The little daughter of James Stewart is
very ill.
Frank Kempton is boarding at Alonzo
Hinkley’ s.
Miss Edna Ross is working for Mrs. F.
VV. Hewey.
C. O. Estes, of Farmington, was in town
Wednesday.
Miss Lillian Scales is boarding at Mrs.
George Oakes’ .
Dr. C. L. Toothaker, of Phillips, was in
town Monday night.
Fishing opened early Saturday moi’ning.
The anglers were numerous.

Eighty degrees in the shade Wednesday
afternoon.
Several launchings are expected to occur
very soon.
John J. Wilbur sets the 12th or 13th for
the ice to go out.
The wharf was filled with sportsmen
Capt. Howard has rented the Oquossoc
Wednesday morning, but the catches were
for the summer season.
few.
Axel Tibbetts made the first trip to
Ned Churchill arrived Tuesday night
Kennebago by buckboard Tuesday.
from Farmington and will visit friends for
Some of the young boys were digging
a while.
worms Friday so they could try their luck
Eugene Soule and wife arrived last
Saturday.
Monday night from South Framingham,
Russ Spinney came from Boston last
where they spent the winter.
Thursday night and will remain during
The ice went out of Haley Pond, Thurs
the spring season.
day. A week is the usual time between
Harry Dutton has had his boat, Volante,
this pond and the Rangeley Lake. If this
put in shape for the summer season. Eu
holds true this year next Thursday will
gene Smith and Capt. York will run it.
see the lake clear.
Geo. V. S. Michaelis of the Boston
Editor Merrow, of the W ilton Sentinel,
Journal, was in town last Thursday night
came up Tuesday, on the Knights of
looking after the interests of that paper.
Pythias excursion, and made R a n g e l e y
Mrs. Phineas Richardson has been visit, L a k e s a pleasant call.
ing relatives in and about Turner, and also
Arthur H. Farnsworth, who has been
her daughter, who is attending the Hebron
taking F. E. Y ork’ s place as mail agent
Academy.
during the latter’ s vacation, has returned
G ot your dog licensed? If you haven’ t to his home in Portland.
and want to keep your dog you had better
J. A. Russell has a fancy combination
attend to it before the 10th of May, or the
for campers. It consists of knife, fork,
dog’ arn law will remove the animal.
spoon and several other tools, all folding
W ork was begun on the finishing of the and locking into a small package for the
Pythias’ Hall for the new lodge of K. P ’ s., pocket.
last Monday. It is the intention of the
Melvin Tibbetts came up from Bemis,
lodge to have a neat and cosy lodge room.
Tuesday. He is to enter upon a season’ s
We are not sure but sweet potatoes can
engagement as guide for Mr. Jordan L.
be grown at Rangeley. The sweet potato
M ott, of New Y ork city, a young man of
that was mentioned at Geo. W. Heath’ s
16 years of age.
sometime ago that was 2 in. high stands
The ice not out, yet Mrs. Henry Hoar
to-day 2 ft. and 2 in. high.
brought to this office, Wednesday, a full
S. G. Haley, of the Creamery at Phillips,
blown strawberry blossom and a butter
will this year be able to deliver to hotels
cup in full bloom. These were picked on
and camps about the lakes, any day but
Mr. H oar’s place.
Sunday, fresh cream from the morning’ s
There will be a hearing at Greenvale
milk; one of his patrons has a separator.
Plantation next Tuesday, May 11, at 10
Frank Jacobs moved the main part of
o’clock, at which time the county com
the Amos Ellis house which he recently
missioners will be present and listen to
purchassd, to his lot on Allen St., last
the petitioners and those interested, both
Saturday. Thirty-two horses were used.
pro and con.
It made sad havoc with the telephone
wires.
R ol. Y ork was out from Loon Lake
He reports that they
William Ellis has the bulge on Marsh Tuesday night.
Carlton for eggs. Mr. Ellis has a hen that have built a new log camp between the
laid an e g g the other day that measured easterly ones. It is said to be a beauty.
Orrin Tibbetts will build a brick fire place
6 x 8 ^C, a quarter of an inch more than the
one laid by Mr. C arlton’s hen. Marsh and chimney in a few days.
wants to swap, but William says his hen
A telephone pole was down across the
worth the most and wants boot.
road near Long Pond a few nights ago,
I have at my stable seven sheep belong and W . J. Ross who was driving in from
ing to Mrs. Geo. Heath, which she has Phillips, just managed to dodge it. Had
tended all winter and I think are good he been driving fast it would have caught
ones. The seven sheep have six lambs. him in the throat. There are more poles
leaning very badly.
Joseph Wilber sheared the w ool off April
27, and he says that he never took so much
Frederick B. Richardson, of Brooklyn,
w ool from seven sheep in his life. The N. Y ., is to be Ifi Rangeley, Thursday
w ool weighed, three fleeses one year old, afternoon. Henry R. Fuller, Mr. Rich
ten pounds; one three years old, eleven ardson’ s guide for many years, will come
and one-half pounds; one tw o yeare old, with him. Our well-known boat builder,
ten and one-half pounds. The seven Mr. C. W . Barrett, has built a beautiful
would be hard to beat.
G. W. H.
boat for Mr. Richardson.

Ed Hoar is having his shop painted and
has added a small piece to the back end.
They Give an Entertainment at Furbish
The engine house has been finished and
Ball, Saturday Evening.
painted and is a very ornamental building
now.
Last Saturday evening closed the series
When bilious or costive, eat a Cascaret
of entertainments under the auspices of
the King’ s Daughters. It consisted of the Candy cathartic, cure guaranteed, 10c, 25c.
following program:
THE KING’S DAUGHTERS.

Music,
Orchestra
Singing,
Quartette
F arce,— “ An Economical Boomerang.”
Music,
Orchestra
Recitation,
Harry Huntoon
Singing,
Bessie and Ila Oakes
Recitation,
Linwood Toothaker
Solo,
Mrs. W . L. Butler
Music—Banjo duet,
Mr. A . H. Farnsworth and Miss Florence Hink
ley
Reading—K ing’s Daughters Tribune.
Singing,
Quartette
Harlequin Dance.
Musi®,
Orchestra

The entire program was a credit to the
promoters and those who took part. The
singing by the little Oakes sisters was
fine. The banjo duet by Mr. Farnsworth
and Miss Hinkley was well appi’eeiated,
they being recalled on an encore. The
King’ s Daughters Tribune showed ability
on the part of the editors, Miss Minnie
Grant and Mrs. May Dennison.
The cast of characters for the farce, “ An
Economical Boomerang,” was as follows:
Alexander Dabbleton, who is seized with
an economical fit, Burton A. Davenport;
Mrs. Dabbleton, although disagreeing,
acquiesces, Mrs. Lucy Herrick; Mr. and
Mrs. Bird Plover, a newly married couple,
Albert O. Burrill and Miss Cora Hoar;
D octor Pillbox, who is laboring under a
misapprehension, E. B. Herrick; Maggie,
who if she wasn’ t Irish might have heen
F rin ch , Miss Lura Lamb.
Refreshments of cake and coffee were
served at the olose of the entertainment.
The financial part of the entertainments
has been pleasing.
KNIGHTS OF PYTH IAS.
Institution of tho Lodge at this Place
Last Tuesday.

A lodge of K. P ’ s. was Instituted at
this place last Tuesday by Grand Chancel
lor Commander Edwin Parsons, of Bidde
ford, and Wesley J. Smith, of Saco,
Grand Keeper of Records and seal, assist
ed by visiting brother Knights of Franklin
county to the number of nearly 100. A t
one o ’clock a. m. a lunch was served at
the vestry to the visitors. The three de
grees were conferred upon the officers and
several other members. A t an early hour
Wednesday morning the work was com
pleted and Oquossoc Lodge Knights of
Pythias was brought to life. The lodge
starts out under flattering conditions,
and undoubtedly will be an important
factor in the welfare of the village.
Following are the officers elected:—Past
Chancellor Commanders, G. A. Proctor,
C. H. Neal, Harry A. Furbish, F. W. Mil
ler.
Chancellor Commander—E. I. Herrick.
Vice Chancellor—A. L. Robertson.
Master of Work—W. S. Marble.
Keeper of Records and Seal—Harry R.
Jackson.
Prelate—B. A. Moulton.
Master of Arms—W alter F. Oakes.
Master of Exchequer—W . D. Quimby.
Master of Finance—C. W. Barrett.
Inner Guard—M. B. Skofield.
Outer Guard—Axel Tibbetts.
Quimby D istrict.
Cliff Pillsbury is working for C. F.
Quimby for the season.
Leon Haley is on the drive.
Harry Quimby and wife spent Sunday
at his father's, Deck Quimby.
School commenced May 3.
Miss
Blanche Boston, from Strong, teacher.
She boards at David Haley’s.
Just try a 1 0 c. box of Cascarets, the finst liver and b o wel regulator ever made.

H. G- BERRY,
Practical Optician,
Lately located in Farmington,

Will be in Rangeley for a few
days next week. A few7 spectacles
will be fitted

Free of Charge
to those in need ot such, for the
purpose o f introducing his work.
He or his Agent will call at

House,
so that all may get the benefit of
his long experience.
Office, 3 7 Main St., over R es
taurant.
Office Day, Saturday.

Prices.
For resetting the best quality imported lenses.
1.00 per pair.
Goldlllled frames, warranted 10 years,
2.50 per pair.

H. G. Berry, Optician.

Road Petition.
To the Honorable, the Court of County Com
missioners for the County of Franklin:
W e , the undersigned, citizens of Rangeley
Plantation, Greenvale Plantation and Rangeley, hereby petition and ask that the county
road in said plantations be changed so as to
avoid certain hills whioh are very steep and
dangerous, and also to shorten the distance
between Rangeley Plantation and Rangeley.
The travel over this road has increased within
a few years and we deem the changes men
tioned below a public necessity and con
venience.
W e would ask that changes be
made as follows: Commencing at or near the
east line of Rangeley Plantation on the road
leading from Greenvale Plantation past the
residence of H. M. Bemis, and running in a
northerly direction across the Moxy Ledge lot,
so called, and crossing Long Pond stream in
let, so called, to the sand bar, thence along
said sand bar to the Smith shore, so called,
thence northwesterly near the shore of Rangeley Lake and ending at or near the residence
of Stanslow Oakes, in Rangeley Plantation.
Also one other road to intersect the above,
commencing at or near the Smith bars on the
south side of the road leading from Greenvale
Plantation to Rangeley, and west o f Clark
Smith’s residence and running in a westerly
direction till it intersects the location o f the
above petitioned for road, at or near the above
mentioned Smith shore and there ending.
H A R R Y P. DILL,
and seventy-seven others.
S T A T E OF M A IN E .
(Seal)
Franklin, s s —Court of County Commissioners
April Term, 1896. Eighth day, held by suc
cessive adjournments, October 27th, A . D.,
1896.
On the foregoing petition, satisfactory evi
dence having been received that the petition
ers ere responsible, and that an inquiry into
the merits is expedient, and that they ought to
be heard touching the m atter set forth In
said petition, and the land owners being un
known, it is ordered that thirty days previous
notice be given, that the County Commission
ers will m eet at the Greenvale schoolhouse ln
said Greenvale Plantation on Tuesday, the
11th day of May, 1897, at 10 o ’clock in the fore
noon; and thence proceed to view the route set
forth in said petition, and other routes and
roads connected therewith, and immediately
afterwards hear the parties and their wit
nesses, and then take such further measures
in the premises as may be adjudged proper.
Said notice to be given by publishing an at
tested copy of said petition and this order
thereon, in the S tate paper, to wit, the K enne
bec Journal, printed at Augusta in said State,
six successive weeks, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think proper.
A ttest, B. M. SM ALL , Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order of
court thereon.
A ttest,
B. M, SM ALL , Clerk.

BORN.
In Rangeley, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs. F. W ,
Miller, a son, 10 lbs. (Rupert W inston).
Rangeley, May 4, to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Ray
mond, a son.
Dallas, May 2, to Mr, and Mrs. Elwell Bubier
a son.

RANGELEY LAKES
! the men were on horseback, and there was
building a temporary platform
|for the execution under a limb of the tree,
j To make the hanging as much of an inFAMOUS LIVE OAK OF CALIFORNIA
I dignity and as torturous as the cowboys
T H A T IS NO MORE.
could conceive nooses were mado from the
cowhide lariats on the saddles of the cat
tlemen.
From Its Limbs More Than Fourteen
The nooses were put about the neck of
Men Wero Hanged—Some of the Most j each of tho five prisoners. Then the prisNoteworthy Executions—The Tree Was } oners were forcibly boosted up into the
j low oak tree, while the armed oowboys cirProbably GOO or 700 Years Old.
j cled. about the oak to keep a close eye on
The famous gallows tree of San Ber j their gamo. When the free ends of the
nardino county, southern California, is no ropes had been fastened about the limb of
more. Thero was not another tree in all the treo and the arms of tho doomed thieves
the world like it. From its great branches had been tied,’ tho men wero ordered to
leap down. Two did leap, cursing their
more than 14 men had swung into eternity,
captors as they jumped into midair. The
and in its shade somo of the most thrilling other three held back, hut were pushed off
events in the history of tho wresting of the limb on which they sat, going down
the golden state of California f-om Indian with a jerk. One of the limbs bent so low
half breeds and Mexican dominion have with its human weight that the boots of
been planned.
one of the strangling men just touched the
The tree was what is known in Cali ground, and a horseman held the limb up
fornia as a live oak—in the land where at arm’s length while the hanging man
very few trees grow naturally, and where, 6 lowly expired. The bodies were cut down
a generation ago, one might travel for days a few days later and were buried beneath
with ox or mule team across the burning Where they were hanged. The graves arc.
sandy wastes without once finding a tree pointed out to this day.
under whioh to rest in the shade. Such a
In the fall of 1870, when San Bernardino
speolmen of vegetation was a landmark had grown to a village of 4,000 people and
known far and wide and a natural resting the pueblo of Los Angeles had become a
and meeting place.
place of 8,000 Americans and Mexicans, a
The tree was undoubtedly 600 or 700 teamster was killed and his wagon robbed
years old. It stood in the valley of San one night by highway robbers. The people
Bernardino—the only one of the kind for at San Bernardino were deeply stirred at
miles around.
Years ago, before the the deliberate assassination for money.
Americans poured into the valleys of south When George Peters ancl Henry Walling
ern California, the tree had no counter were brought to the new jail there to await
part for several hundred miles adjacent.
trial for the crime, the male part of the
When General John C- Fremont and his population could not wait for law to take
troops, acting in conjunction with Com- its course where facts were so self evident
modoro Stockton, seized the quaint old and went down to the jail one night in a
Mexican pueblo of Los Angeles and raised crowd. The jailer was cajoled into deliv
the stars and stripes there in June, 1848, ering the keys to the masked men, and the
the first recorded executions took place at two murderers were soon hauled from their
the big oak tree. In the brief fight that cells. Peters kicked and swore and knocke-’
took place and amid tho fleeing of half the two men down as he was hustled from the
terrified Mexican population from tho pu jail, and in a moment of anger was shot
eblo when the American cannonading be dead. Walling was put in a dray on the
gan, a gang of half breeds improved the public streets and, escorted by over 1 0 0
opportunity to rob by visiting homes (ha een, was taken to the oak tree and there
ciendas) on the outskirts of the town. A t
anged in the moonlight. He was the last
one home, whore the rascals unexpectedly
man who went to his death at the gallows
found the owners at home, they shot and
tree.— Philadelphia Times.
stabbed the whole family to death. A
A W O M A N ’S SO LILO Q UY IN 1950.
few days later, when tlie fleeing populace
had recovered from its fright and returned
I know my husband really tries
to Los Angeles, the fearful murder was
A pleasant home to make,
known. A posse of Mexican riders—the
But he can’t seem to make such pies
best in tho world—was organized and
As father used to bake.
started out across the plains toward the
He keeps the parlors very neat,
nearest neighboring people, San Bernar
Cares for the baby too.
dino, nine miles away. The murdoring
But, oh, he doesn’t roast the meat
As papa used t 6 do!
qpd thieving gang was trailed up to the
Cajou pass, and there caught. Thero were
He has good taste in cutting out
seven in the gang. The posse lashed the
And sewing children’s clothes.
That means economy, no doubt,
wretches to tlieir horses and started back
But father’s cooking goes!
to Los Angeles.
On the wav the pursuers with their cap
I really must insist that Jake
Shall seek a cooking school
tives stopped to rest in the shade of the
And learn to make such pies and cake
oak. Two of the captives, who were loosed,
As father does, by rule.
so as to let them feed themselves, made a
And then how proud and glad I’ll be,
desperate attempt to run away. They were
When ma- brings father here,
caught after a hard struggle, and in the
To hear her say, “ It’s plain to see
anger at their attempt to elude justice four
Jacob can cook, my dear.”
of the prisoners were hanged then and
—J. L. Heaton in “ The Quilting Bee."
there.
But the most sensational and memo
The Bower of Habit.
rable execution that ever took place at the
Tho
power
of habit is particularly exem
qak tree gallows was on May 16, 1868. The
War of tho rebellion was on at that time, plified in the effects produced by the com
and hundreds of rascals, all round bad pany we keep. The utmost vigilance, there
men, invaded southern California and fore, should be exercised on this important
Arizona to escapo army duty. The war sul ..' Ct. The great power and foroe of
mado an extraordinary demand for cattle, cusi-nn form an argument against keep
and for two yfears tho Mexican cattle men ing Uni company. However shocked we
were harassed day and night by a gang of may I '■ a’ i he first approaches of vice, this
cattle thieves, who would secretly drive shucking appearance goes off upon an inthe cattle feeding in tho valleys and can tiim . y w i;!i it. Custom w ill soon render
yons miles from the ranch house to the tho most disgustful object familiar to our
foothills, and then by stealth would urge Yk-vt, and ih is is indeed a kind provision
the beasts in small droves down through of nature,-to render labor and toil and
9an Bernardino county to Banning, where danger, which are the lot of man, more
rascally agents would buy the cattle and easy to him.
The well disposed youth, entering first
got them orrt of the state at their leisure.
A t last, after months of watching and into bad company, is shocked and disgust
some cowboy deteofcive work, a gang of ed at every turn at what his sight beholds
nine oattle thieves was surrounded by a and what he ie compelled to hear. The
posse of four times that number of Mexi good principles which he had imbibed ring
can and American cowboys at tho mouth in his ear an alarming lesson against the
of Santa Anita canyon. There was a ter wickedness of his companions. But, alas,
rific short battle. Three of the oowboys this sensibility is of short continuance.
were shot dead and several were wounded. The next jovial meeting makes the horrid
icture of yesterday more easily endured.
Four of tho thieves ware killed. The cow
Leotitudo is soon thought a severe rule,
boys wore so maddened at tho killing of
their counxmiona and so incensed at the an inconvenient restraint. A few pangs
memory of tho robberies that they had so of conscience now and then whisper to bhn
long suffered that they abandoned all con that he once had better ways and thoughts.
sideration of a trial for the remaining cap But even these by degrees die away, and
tured thieves, and, having bound and lash he who at first was shocked even at tne ap
ed their captivos, started forthwith down pearance of vice may be formed by custom
across the valley tor the gallows free. All into a profligate leader of vioious pleas
ures.— New York Ledger.

THE GALLOWS TREE. |no way of
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Tennyson and Fields.

American Steam Engines In Africa.

The late James T. Fields had the gooc j
fortune to hear Tennyson read one of hit j
own poems and was so kind to his Ameri
can audiences as to try to show them how
the laureate managed the matter. Tenny
son’s manner, so imitated by Mr.- Fields,
struck us usually as very queer, for the
poet, it seems, struck an attitude, elevated
his voice and proceeded to a delivery thai
came near to veritable chanting. The piece,
of course, was a high pitched lyric— I am
sorry I forget what— possibly it was from
“ Maud.” Now, a lyric is almost all music
and does not chiefly address the under
standing. And if we have no notes to it and
no voice for singing, but are reduced to
the necessity of delivering it in speaking
tones, surely we must contrive some kind
of elevation of manner, some raising and
elation of the voice, some special modula
tion, moro than usual surrender to tho
rhythm, more than usual neglect of gram
matical relations and of the dictionary
pronunciation of words.—Journal of Ped
agogy.
____

I looked in vain for anything American
connected with the railway service. Sir
James Sievewright was himself of the
opinion that American looomofcives and
trucks were eminently suited to the class of
work required between Cape Town and Pre
toria, 1 , 0 0 0 miles away, but that there was
one insurmountable objection—namely,
that represented by the prejudices of Eng
lish railway employees. A t one tinje two
Baldwin locomotives had been brought out
from Philadelphia, and also a dozen freight
cars. So long as the American managfif
remained with them they worked very
well, but when he returned to America the
authorities discovered that everything be
gan to go wrong. The workmen, who had
t>een accustomed to English machinery dis
liked any innovation, and took particular
satisfaction in creating difficulties for the
new engines. The authorities finally gave
up the attempt to conquer this local preju
dice, with the result that today the whole
system of colonial railways in British
South Africa is a duplicate of what is com
mon in England.— Poultney Bigelow in
Harper’s Magazine.

Paid For It.

She— And did your friend take the doc
tor’s advice?
Cards.
He— Certainly.
A lady’s card should be thin, of fine
“ And did he pay for it?”
‘ *Well, I should rather say he did ! He’s texture and neatly engraved with her
name in the center, her residence in the
dead!” —Yonkers Statesman.
lower right hand corner and her reception
day, if she has one, in the lower left hand
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life Avay.
corner.
If you want to quit tobacco using easily
A married lady uses her husband’ s
and forever, be made well, strong, mm :•a j ,
Christian name on her cards and not her
lull of new life and vigor, take N o-3 .
c,
the wonder-worker, that makes weal; men own. When there are several married lastrong. Many gain ten pounds in ten ... v s. flies in the family bearing the same name,
Over 400,000 cured. Buy N o-To-Bac of your the elder branch uses the surname only,
druggist, under guarantee to cure. 50c or as Mrs. White.—New Y ork World.
$1.00. Booklet and sam ple mailed free A u.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N e w Y ork .

The New York Weekly Tribune
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E very member of
E very family on
E very farm, in
E very village, in
E very state or territory
F or Education,
F or noble manhood,
F or true womanhood.
IT GIVES all important news o f tlie Ration.
IT GIVES all important news o f the W orld.
IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive editorials.
IT GIVES facinating short stories.
IT GYVES an unexcelled agricultural department.
IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to old and young.
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to everybody.

We furnish R a n g e l e y L a k e s and N. Y. Weekly Tribune
O n e y e a r f o r $ 1 ^ 5 ?
Cash in advance.
Lddress all orders to
Rangeley Lakes, Rangeley, Me.
j
you.

jj

onrd send it to

Geo. W . Best. Tribune Office, New
™ K K W E E K L Y TR IB U N E » il l be m t ilM t o

